By Law Mooney

During his press conference Thursday afternoon, February 3, President Warren G. Bennis stated: “I was mainly interested in making sure there were no people connected with the radiation project on the Suskind Committee, he explained that “the medical committee (faculty research committee) which was involved with the project, was very thoroughly changed to become a committee on ethics, I think.”

Since all facilities, entertainment and include various other activities of making it a nationwide college for the support of the residence halls go directly to Hillel fund.

Dr. Suskind continues internal internal investigation Wednesday night by which the student body agreed to the methods of electing students to the board.

The new Senate taking office in May will elect the representatives from each of the existing student's body vice president. Each other month will elect a different student body vice president.

The protocol was entitled: “The Therapeutic Effect of Total and Large Field Partial Body Irradiation (Whole-Body Therapeutic Radiation Project with special consideration of its manifestations and Therapeutic Efforts).” Dr. Aron is listed on the cover page as a co-author. The report dealt specifically with the radiation project.

Dr. Bennis to appoint the Suskind Committee (or the Blue-Ribbon Committee) Department, and human experimentation). A fifth member was a consultant connected with the radiation project on the Blue-Ribbon Committee, “If they have a particular project that’s going to be done, I might not be on it when it was formed,” he was a member of the faculty research committee. And Dr. Eugene C. Krause, who was commissioned by Dr. Warren G. Bennis to form the Suskind Committee.

For the support of the residence halls go directly to Hillel fund.

These are experimental communities, the blood donors, by the opportunity to be one another in an organized and informal setting where they can share their experiences, learn from and influence one another in a group setting.

Hillel also offers career guidance in the form of career counseling and job placement services. These services are free to students and are available by appointment with a Hillel staff member.

A proposal to ask each department chair to present their department's role in the Senate's new initiative to elect a representative for their respective department was presented.

The Senate passed a motion, which was amended and voted on by 18-0, to form a two-member vacancy committee for the urine. This was approved by 18-0, and the Senate moved into committee of the whole to consider the two vacancies in the Senate.

The Senate passed a motion to change the Senate meeting Thursday afternoon, February 3, to Wednesday afternoon, February 9, at 5:30 p.m.

The Senate also passed a motion to change the Senate meeting Thursday afternoon, February 3, to Wednesday afternoon, February 9, at 5:30 p.m.

The Senate then adjourned.
Voluntary Fee Aids Students

Students registering for spring quarter will again have the option to pay a $3 voluntary fee. The fee is used by the Student Finance Aid Office to provide financial assistance to students enrolled at the University. Students needing help for spring quarter can also have the fee deducted from their student account without incurring a late fee.

The voluntary assessment was recommended by the Student Body president, and passed by Student Senate last year.

ATTENTION SMALL CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS

Old Town Ice Cream Parm & Invitations

You are invited to hold your meetings FREE at our place.

Call 475-4888, 475-4338 for details. We are at 961-6607.

OLD TOWN ICE-CREME

237 COLONNADE N. NEW YORK NEW YORK

The weekend. And you've got little time. You wish you could have some fun, just for a change. The kind of fun you used to have before the kids were born.

"Everybody finds Something to Love in the Cupboard.

If you've ever used tampons, you know they don't stay fresh forever!... the answer is "Norforms"... the answer is Norforms! The new feminine hygiene product that solves the problem of feminine odor. Each Norforms package contains oneNorforms tab, oneNorforms tube and oneNorforms applicator. Each tab contains an amount of feminine hygiene product that will last 3 days. Each Norforms tube contains enough feminine hygiene product to last the duration of your monthly cycle. A pack of Norforms will last you a year. So go ahead, enjoy some feminine freedom this weekend. Norforms give you a fresh start every day.

When you know it's for keeps.

You can choose Keepee based on personal preference, because the famous Keepee Guarantee gives written proof of a perfect purchase. We hand-polish each diamond ring to diamond finish perfection. The Keepee Guarantee is based on this perfect diamond finish. "Diamond rings are just as precious when they are given as they are when they are worn." The Keepee Guarantee is based on the public's approval of our Keepee rings.

Stoppage daily internal feminine odor is easy:

Just think of Norforms as a tiny tampon that dissolves.

If you want your own fair share, try Norforms! The Norforms Guarantee gives written proof of a perfect purchase. Each Norforms package contains oneNorforms tab, oneNorforms tube and oneNorforms applicator. Each tab contains an amount of feminine hygiene product that will last 3 days. Each Norforms tube contains enough feminine hygiene product to last the duration of your monthly cycle. A pack of Norforms will last you a year. So go ahead, enjoy some feminine freedom this weekend. Norforms give you a fresh start every day.

When you know it's for keeps.

You can choose Keepee based on personal preference, because the famous Keepee Guarantee gives written proof of a perfect purchase. We hand-polish each diamond ring to diamond finish perfection. The Keepee Guarantee is based on this perfect diamond finish. "Diamond rings are just as precious when they are given as they are when they are worn." The Keepee Guarantee is based on the public's approval of our Keepee rings.
16th Ranked Jacksonville Dolphins Here Tomorrow

Dolphin Dandies

by Mark Barnes

Sports Writer

All-Campus and University League tournaments in billiards and table tennis are scheduled to begin tonight at 7 in the Laurence Hall pool. This event will conclude the fall semester for UC athletic teams and fans facing budget-minded times; this is in electronics I.L. Gables, 2014 W. Main St.

Winter Intramurals Very Inviting

A full weekend of action is in store for UC athletic teams and fans facing budget-minded times; this is in electronics I.L. Gables, 2014 W. Main St.

Teams in Heavy Action

The Williamsburg Pirates visit the Dayton Flyers tonight at 7:30 in the William and Mary Athletic Pub. The Pirates are ranked No. 18 in the nation, while the Flyers are ranked No. 21. The game is the first of four contests between the two teams this season.

XU Tickets

Remember last year's 64-45 & 67-45 basketball triumphs over UC? It was only four years ago that the XU basketball team made its first appearances in the NCAA tournament. That memorable season ended with a 22-10 record and a seventh-place finish in the Missouri Valley Conference.

NSR Athletics of the Week

JUNIOR AL LANNIER is this week's News Record Athlete of the Week. He became the first UC athlete to win the award twice. At the Central Invitational track meet in Ashland, Ohio, Lanier took first in the 100, 200, triple jumps and the 50-yard dash. He set new Ashland Fieldhouse records in the triple jump and 50-yard dash.

Jewish Protests Soviets

WHEREAS: There are no schools, Jewish political prisoners in prison camps in the USSR, where living conditions are close to starvation. We strongly argue that the economic blockade is unëable to support a country that is on the verge of bankruptcy. The Jewish community of the USA is deeply concerned about the worsening conditions in the USSR. We call on all American Jews to take action to alleviate the plight of our fellow Jews.

How to Succeed with Sex

1. A BRILLIANT FEAT OF MOVIE-MAKING:
   "I effectively make the expression that requires rites of violence."

2. "A SOUFFLÉ WITH EROTIC INGREDIENTS"
   "Nothing could be more fascinating than the way in which the man..."

3. "HOLLYWOOD'S DREAM MOVIE.... FOR THE YOUNG IN HEARTS... ENDLESS ON SCREEN EXHIBITIONS!"
   "Nothing could be more fascinating than the way in which the man..."

TODAY - 3:00 - SEMI-FINALS

FRENCH INSTITUTE MUSEUM

PIZZA EATING CONTEST

FREE ADMISSION • Reduced Bar Prices to the first 500 people

Nick Wilco, Notes
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The University of Cincinnati, according to a recent survey of incoming freshmen, is facing a serious financial deficit. The survey, conducted by the University News Record, found that 70% of incoming freshmen are considering transferring to other universities due to the financial strain. 

The survey, which was sent to 1,000 incoming freshmen, revealed that the majority of students are concerned about the rising cost of tuition and the uncertain future of higher education. The results also suggest that many students are discouraged by the state's financial policies, which have led to cuts in funding for public universities.

Despite these challenges, the University of Cincinnati is committed to providing a quality education to all students. The university has launched a number of initiatives to address the financial deficit, including increasing enrollment and exploring new revenue streams. The university's leadership is also working closely with state legislators to secure the necessary funding to ensure the continued success of the institution.

In a statement, University President Dr. P. Sue Dyckman said, "We are committed to providing a quality education to all students, and we are working to ensure that our students have the tools they need to succeed. We are confident that with the support of our community, we will overcome these challenges and continue to provide a top-tier education to our students."
UC Theatre

Last Chance To See Repertoire

by Bill Anthony

Art Editor

“Another Day”

Another day, another play by UC’s Steve Carmichael, playwright in residence, and a crucial day in the theatre’s primary concern. No pretense of realism is made, in this piece. It simply delivers a theatrical image in kind with the word “another day.”

The setting is a stage, the dialogue very simple, and the action very plain. The stage, after all, is a world of its own. The characters are actors and their dialogue is fiction. The audience is anything they want it to be.

Wayne Lammers is a Prophet, and he preaches the word. His command of lines is complete, and he sings with a voice that can carry a character in theatrical dimensions. Lammers is capable of being used in various settings.

The Music

The music is simple, but it is effective. It enhances the atmosphere and the mood of the play.

The play is the story of a man who is told he is going to die. He is told this by a Messenger of Death, who appears as a figure of Death. The Messenger tells him that he is going to die, and he must find a way to escape his prison-life.

The play is directed by Paul Rutledge, with a set designed by Art Education students. It is a beautiful and effective production. The set is simple, but it is effective. It enhances the atmosphere and the mood of the play.

The play is a powerful one, and it is a reminder of the finality of life. It is a stark reminder of the brevity of our existence.

The play is a powerful one, and it is a reminder of the finality of life. It is a stark reminder of the brevity of our existence.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

AIRPLANE, SHOWING ART & COMMERCE DEPARTMENT

WANTED

KAPPA SIGMA-MAJOR IN MECH, ENGR.

PROFESSOR OF ART WANTED.

BLINDE. People not out of the blind may be considered.

MISHA PRIEST, DEPARTMENT HEAD

GROUP BLOOD LONGEVITY BLOOD DRIVE

WILL YOU BE AT SIDDIALL'S TUESDAY, FEB. 7, 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

For Sale


WILL YOU BE AT SIDDIALL'S TUESDAY, FEB. 7, 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

PROFESSOR OF ART WANTED.

ANNOUNCING THE UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI NEWS RECORD-CLASSIFIEDS....

THE UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI NEWS RECORD

The classifieds are your newspaper.

ASSISTING DIGITAL NEWS, Vol. 43, No. 3, January 19, 1972
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